


The Great Taste awards, organised by the Guild of Fine Food, is the

benchmark for fine food and drink. It has been described as the

‘Oscars’ of the food world and the ‘epicurean equivalent of the Booker

prize’. Quite simply the Great Taste logo is the sign you can trust.

Since 1994 Great Taste has been discovering exceptional food and

drink and making sure that other people know about them. More than

90,000 products have been judged by Great Taste over those years,

blind tasted by expert judges in their search for those that deserve to be

championed and garnered with the Great Taste logo.

Taste Distribution works in partnership with the Guild of Fine Food, and

we only distribute Great Taste Award winners, across the UK.

This means that whenever you stock our products, you know you are

dealing with the best in the country.

We work with small producers as well as established companies. Many

of our product lines are not available anywhere else. Taste Distribution

brings you excellent quality and exclusive deals.

What is Great Taste?

How doesTaste Distribution fit in?



Åkesson's is one of the most distinguished names in the world of chocolate.

Bertil Akesson's plantations in Madagascar, Brazil, and Indonesia supply

cocoa to the worlds top professional kitchens and chocolatiers.

In 2009 Bertil decided to produce his own chocolate using his own cocoa,

sometimes with additional flavour notes provided by the pepper and coffee

that also grow on his plantations.

The results were spectacular. Åkesson's chocolate has won countless

awards worldwide and in 2015 won 4 of the Top 50 Great Taste awards (out

of 10,000 products) - a truly remarkable acheivement unmatched by any

other producer.

This is probably the best chocolate in the world...





Up in the hills of North Cork, in Ballyhoura, there are rare and precious

mushrooms growing. Here, Lucy Deegan and Mark Cribbin of Ballyhoura

Mushroom tend to specialist plants including Shiitake, Oyster, Eryngii (King

Oyster) Golden Oyster, Rose Oyster, Lions Mane “PomPom”, Velvet

Pioppino & Nameko, as well as foraging for wild ceps on the Irish hillsides.

Together, Lucy and Mark not only harvest the mushrooms, but also produce

a range of speciality mushroom products, The Great Taste Awards judges

could not get enough of their mushroom vinegar, and their cep oil that is so

good, it makes truffle oil redundant.

Ballyhoura Mushrooms entered the Great Taste Awards for the first time in

2015 - and to what an effect! All four products that Ballyhoura Mushrooms

entered won an award, and two won the covetted three stars.





Breckland Orchard was founded in Spring 2009 by Claire Martinsen, after

decided to move away from her high flying corporate role, and set up her

own business closer to her home and family. She produces a range of

boutique adult soft drinks – otherwise known as Posh Pop!

Breckland Orchard’s drinks are only gently carbonated, leaving their rich

flavours in tact. They don’t contain any artificial colours, flavours or

sweeteners.

Breckland Orchard don’t and won’t sell their drinks to the major

supermarket chains. The company only works with people who are as

passionate as them about serving their customers the very best - people

like Taste Distribution, and like you!



PRODUCER CODE PRODUCT NAME AWARD

Breckland Orchard 301.01 Breckland Orchard Cloudy Lemonade Posh Pop (275ml) 1 Star

Breckland Orchard 301.02 Breckland Orchard Ginger Beer with Chilli Posh Pop (275ml) 1 Star

Breckland Orchard 301.03 Breckland Orchard Dandelion and Burdock Posh Pop (275ml) 1 Star

Breckland Orchard 301.04 Breckland Orchard Elderflower Posh Pop (275ml) 1 Star

Cloudy Lemonade was the flavour that inspired the whole idea of Breckland Orchard. It's best served chilled, and over ice. Perfect for lazy
summer days, or when you want to enjoy some serious refreshment. it's heavenly as a mixer too!

Anyone who likes ginger beer will adore this clean tasting version. We use citrus in the recipe, so you get a nice burst of citrus flavour, then
the zing of Ginger and finally... just the gentlest tingle of Chilli at the back of your mouth.

The British equivalent to Root Beer. Smooth, not too fizzy, hints of honey, strong anis elements and very balanced. Delicious, refreshing

A delicious authentic elderflower drinks. A grown up drink with true elderflower muskiness. At only 80 calories a bottle, it's a treat to delight all
round! Enjoy!



Fairfields Farm is run by husband and wife team Robert and Laura Strathern.

Both from farming backgrounds, Robert and Laura grow potatoes in the

Colne Valley on the Essex-Suffolk border, the third generation on this family

farm.

In 2006 Robert and Laura launched Fairfield Farm Crisps, delicious snacks

produced entirely on their family farm in the village of Wormington. Here, the

potatoes are grown, stored, graded, washed, cooked and bagged.

The local touch doesn't end there. Fairfields farm look to their neighbours to

help them flavour their crisps, including Suffolk chorizo and vinegar from

their neighbours Apinall.

It's no wonder Robert and Laura have won Great Taste awards for their

crisps in each of the last 6 years.



CODE PRODUCT NAME AWARD

701.01 Aspall Cyder Vinegar & Sea Salt (40g/150g) 1 Star

701.02 Farmhouse Cheese & Chive (40g/150g) 1 Star

701.03 Chorizo & Tomato (40g/150g) 1 Star

701.04 Sweet Chilli (40g/150g) 1 Star

701.05 Parsnip Crisps with Essex Honey & Black Pepper (40g/150g) 1 Star



Peacefully nestled on the banks of the remote and stunning Loch Erisort,

out in the wilds of the Isle of Lewis in the Outer Hebrides, you couldn’t ask

for a better home for Scotland’s first sea salt company: Hebridean Sea Salt.

Hebridean Sea Salt is hand harvested using the simplest of recipes -

Hebridean sea water, heat and time. The result is a heap of pure, white,

crunchy flakes of sea salt that melt in the mouth.

All three of Hebridean Sea Salt’s products are Great Taste award winners.

For an astonishing new flavour, try their Three Star peat-smoked salt, made

in a traditional Hebridean smokehouse using peat cut and dried on the local

moors.





The Fairs family have farmed in Suffolk since 1967. In 2004 hillfarm became

the first farm in the UK to grow, press and bottle their own cold pressed

rapeseed oil.

Rapeseed oil is known for its versatility in the kitchen and its nutritional

benefits. Hillfarm produces a delicious, premium, extra virgin oil made with

a nutty flavour. Not only is this good for cooking and good for you, but

hillfarm cold pressed rapeseed oil is also a fully traceable, sustainable,

British oil.

Hillfarm’s oil is award-winning its own right. And it’s a key ingredient in

hillfarm’s rich, golden mayonnaise and garlic mayonnaise. In 2015, hillfarm

mayonnaise was the only product of its type to win the coveted Great Taste

Three Star Award.





Kampot Pepper was once known as the King of Pepper for it's lingering flavour

and complex aroma. It disappeared from the gastronomic map during

Cambodia’s turbulent recent past. Still revered by connoisseurs and

professional chefs, it had nevertheless become the forgotten pepper.

Kadode brings 100% organic, traceable Kampot Pepper from sustainable

farmers in Cambodia to dining tables around the world.

In the same way as the terroir of Champagne bestows unique gifts on it's wines,

the distinct mineral rich soil is what makes Kadode Kampot Pepper a pepper of

true distinction.

Kadode entered the GTA for the first time in 2015 with three peppers. The

company won awards for all three, including the coveted Three-Star award for

their red peppercorns. It is time to restore the noble Kampot Pepper to its

proper place.





Handcrafted with passion, Saveur Du Maroc’s foods are personally sourced

and sustainably produced by this family business, in partnership with

women’s co-operatives located in the 33,800 hectare Souss-Massa National

Park in Morocco.

Saveur Du Maroc’s eclectic range offers a journey of discovery through

vibrant souks and luscious landscapes. These are the delicious and

nutritious culinary treasures of Morocco, centuries in the making.

In 2015, Saveur Du Maroc won Great Taste awards for all the categories in

which they entered, with two of the products securing a coveted Top 50

award. They also won a Golden Fork for ‘Best Imported Product 2015.’





Founded in March 2012 by busy parents Sandy Ruddock and Julian

Pollard, Scarlett & Mustard began with two dressings inspired by Sandy’s

family, and made at her kitchen table at home in Suffolk.

Since then, Scarlett & Mustard has enjoyed spectacular growth. Sandy and

Julian have increased their product range to include not just dressings but

also curds, jams and infused oils of extraordinary quality - everything a

family needs to make every meal time a feast.

The Great Taste Awards have recognised this outstanding small company

with no fewer than 16 awards in their first three years of trading.





Olives have been part of Danilo Manco's life since he was a small child

growing up in Puglia, where he was educated among his grandfather's olive

groves.

He came to London in 1998 to study, but on finding no decent oil in local

delis, started to import oil for personal consumption. The demand from

friends and then aquaintances led him to open a small stand in Borough

Market, and the rest as they say is history.

Visit his bustling shop in Borough market and find a wall covered in

countless Great Taste awards that Danilo has won over the years, a

testament not just to the quality of the oils, but also the consistency of that

quality he has acheived throughout the years.
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